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ICE was established in 1998 by recumbent enthusiasts 
Chris Parker and Neil Selwood.  

They were driven by two ideals: to design, develop, and produce the ultimate in recumbent trikes, and to support 
ICE owners with the highest level of customer service. Over the years the company has come a long way, 
but we continue to champion those ideals. Today, thousands of customers across 32 countries enjoy fun and 
freedom on their ICE trikes.



The world is waiting
Lofty dirt tracks pass mountain peaks. 
Sun-dappled trails meander through unfurled forest. 
Open planes traversed by empty roads stretch for miles ahead. 
The world is waiting. 

Find your freedom.
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Escape the ordinary
Using the latest technologies, the finest materials and expert engineering skills, we design and 
build trikes that are second to none. Whatever your pace, whatever your challenge, ICE trikes can 
take you there.
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Realise your ambition for speed. Sleek, lean and finely 
tuned, the ICE VTX delivers superior performance to 
the most exacting enthusiast.

Sporting performance and laid-back comfort combine 
in the versatile ICE Sprint. Whether you’re carving 
bends, pushing your speed, or on a weekend tour, 
you’ll be ready for the challenge.

Enjoy the relaxed pace of recumbent cycling on a 
beautifully designed, luxurious, ICE Adventure. Cruise 
the open road, discover hidden trails and explore new 
horizons. 
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Deliver 

At this stage ideas have become reality. We work 
closely with specialist suppliers to manufacture 
components, ship them to our workshop and conduct 
rigorous inspection and pre-assembly processes. 
Every trike is built to order by our dedicated 
technicians, packed with care and shipped to its new 
owner.

Dedicated innovators

Define 

During the define stage, ideas are analysed and 
assessed. We explore the context that sparked the 
idea and ensure that we fully understand the issues 
involved. A design brief is prepared that clearly defines 
the situation, outlines the desired outcomes, and lays 
out a clean plan for how to progress.

We are more than recumbent enthusiasts: we are experts.
We are responsible for many major innovations in recumbent design, including No Brake Steer, Road Response 
Suspension and Compact Flat Twist fold frames. We continue to use the latest technologies, finest materials, 
and traditional workshop craftsmanship to perfect ICE trikes, down to the smallest detail.

Develop

This is when the design and engineering team refine 
ideas into a solution. The team sketch, produce 3D 
models, and make prototypes to explore and perfect. 
They test rigorously using Finite Element Analysis 
modelling and by putting prototypes to work on the 
road and down the trails.

Discover

Everyone at ICE is passionate about recumbent 
trikes, and some of our ground breaking ideas have 
come from being on the road or whilst working on the 
shop floor. As a close-knit, collaborative team, we 
are always sharing these moments of inspiration and 
setting them on the road to realisation. 
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Cruciform
Aircraft-grade heat-treated 4130 chromoly steel 
provides ideal qualities for the cruciform: strength, 
fatigue resistance and vibration absorbtion. The design 
exploits these properties to give unique handling 
characteristics and superior comfort (flexion) without 
breaking (strength). 

Boom
The boom is made from lightweight, high strength, 
7005 T6 heat treated aluminium alloy. The front 
derailleur post is powder coated and lacquered, and 
the frame interfacing given a tough black anodised 
finish. Laser etched markingsassist you in finding your 
ideal boom position. 

Back-End
7005 T6 heat treated aluminium absorbs dynamic 
forces while ensuring maximum power transfer. The 
geometry is meticulously designed and features an 
asymetric profile to fit a stronger un-dished wheel, and 
positioned to ensure that suspension is not affected by 
chain tension. 

Compact Flat Twist Fold
The ICE Compact Flat Twist fold is one of the many innovations that ICE has brought to the recumbent market. 
The fold is based around a lightweight heat-treated aluminium hinge on the main frame. Simply remove the seat, 
fold the handlebars flat and undo the quick release lever to fold the frame. As the frame folds, the rear wheel 
pivots to fit flat between the front wheels. The CFT fold allows the trike to be folded in under 30 seconds and 
works with ICE accessories.

The heart of a superior trike is an ICE optimised 
frame.
Geometry and materials are fundamental to the way ICE trikes perform, handle, and feel. ICE frames are 
optimised to respond to the forces of rider and road, giving their famed riding characteristics. Frames are 
complemented with press forged rear wheel drop outs, CNC machined kingposts, cable guides, and braze-ons 
to fit a wide range of accessories. 

Each frame is painted with a tough powder coat for a deep rich base colour, followed by a clear lacquer for a 
lustrous finish. Internal faces are treated with anti-corrosion coating, and interfacing components given a hard 
black anodised coating to ensure parts stay showroom fresh for years to come.

Optimised frames
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Designed for you

Rider Postioning System
A great ride starts with a well-fitted trike. The position 
of the cranks, seat and handlebars can be easily 
adjusted, and contacting parts are hard black 
anodised to prevent cosmetic wear. Custom brackets, 
a choice of cranks and seat types go further to ensure 
the perfect fit for you.

Custom Gearing
The ICE custom-made cassette is designed 
specifically for the requirements of 20” wheel trikes to 
make light work of hills and fast descents. The system 
is extremely reliable and is very easy to maintain and 
service. Complemented by SRAM derailleurs and 
Truvativ chainset, shifting is responsive across an 
impressively wide gear range.

Road Response Suspension
ICE trikes are available with front and rear adjustable 
Road Response Suspension. The systems ensure a 
comfortable ride without compromising power transfer 
or handling. Designed to be effective, durable and 
reliable, the only thing you’ll notice is the smooth ride.

We’ve put in the hard work so you can have the fun.

Precise handling and stability at speed are delivered through a combination of well-crafted design features.

All ICE trikes are fitted with indirect steering for natural, intuitive handling from the first ride. As pace increases, 
handling remains controlled, predictable and light, even when taking tight corners. The steering system dissipates 
vibrations and shock before they reach your hands to give a comfortable and safe feel, even at high speed. 

ICE’s own No Brake Steer system ensures that steering is not affected by braking at speed, uneven terrain or 
cornering. ICE trikes retain their stability and effortless handling so that you can focus on enjoying your ride. 
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Realise your ambition for speed. Sleek, lean and finely tuned, 
the ICE VTX delivers superior performance to the most 
exacting enthusiast and racer.
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Aerodynamics
A low seat position and recline 
angle to 25° minimises frontal 
areas and reduces aerodynamic 
drag.

Lightweight Build
Carefully considered design and 
specialised components, such as 
a lightweight boom and carbon 
fibre seat, brings the VTX+ in at 
under 30lbs.

Natural Handling
An optimised cruciform and 
one piece handlebar provides 
stability and nimble handling no 
matter what the speed.

Race Components
Advanced race components and 
customised features, such as 
the oversize pulley, effectively  
convert pedalling effort into 
speed.

Super-charged with technical 
expertise and specialist 
knowledge, the ICE VTX is 
a new breed of recumbent 
trike. 

ICE VTX and VTX+ trikes are built on an optimised 
ICE frame featuring our No Brake Steer and Rider 
Positioning System.  

Hydroformed
Beautifully sculpted, the           
hydroforming process gives 
the back-end optimal strength 
and stiffness while remaining 
lightweight.

“As with other ICE trikes, the engineering features are superb, and well 
coordinated for the purpose of this machine.” John Elliot, USA
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ICE Air-Pro Seat
The Air-Pro seat is anatomically shaped for comfort; it supports through aggressive 
cornering and provides a firm brace to pedal against. 

The shell is faced with a single piece cover to provide support, comfort and 
ventilation. The cover is ergonomically designed with padded zones separated by 
air flow routes. Technical fabrics are assigned to each zone for breathability and 
durability.

The Air-Pro Glass, handmade in glass fibre composite, is fitted as standard on the 
VTX. The Air-Pro Carbon, handmade in carbon fibre, is fitted as standard on the 
VTX+ for exceptional weight saving.

Both the Air-Pro Glass and Air-Pro Carbon seats can be adjusted to one of five 
low-recline angles from 25° upwards. We reccomend the ICE Hardshell Neck Rest 
when using the seat at its lower recline angles.
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*Components can be changed to create your ideal ICE trike. Talk to your ICE dealer or the ICE support team to discuss configuration options.*

Seat :    Air-Pro Glass Fibre
Brakes :    Avid BB7 disc
Shifters :   SRAM TT500 bar end
Chainset :   Truvativ Elita
Front Derailleur :   Microshift Triple
Rear Derailleur :   SRAM X9 Type 2
Cassette :   SRAM PG1070
Weight :     32.9lbs (14.9kg)
Colours :   Polar White

Seat :    Air-Pro Carbon Fibre
Brakes :    Tektro Auriga Hydraulic disc
Shifters :   SRAM TT900 bar end carbon
Chainset :   SRAM S951
Front Derailleur :   SRAM Rival
Rear Derailleur :   SRAM XO Type 2
Cassette :   SRAM XG1080
Weight :    29.4lbs (13.38kg)
Colours :   Polar White

*Images include the reccomended ICE Hardshell Neck Rest*
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Sporting performance and laid-back comfort combine in the 
versatile ICE Sprint. Whether you’re carving bends, pushing 
your speed, or on a weekend tour, you’ll be ready for the 
challenge.
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Sports Positioning
A lower and more agile trike 
with a dynamic riding position to 
encourage a fast paced ride.

Everyday Use
A variety of mounting points 
make it easy to fit racks, bags 
and other accessories for        
everyday practicality and long 
tours.

Relaxed Recline
The relaxed seat angle can be 
easily adjusted to one of four 
positions between 37 and 44 
degrees.

26” Wheel Option
A 26” rear wheel on hard-tail 
trikes gives a smoother ride and 
a sporty style. 

The specialised cruciform geometry 
of a Sprint is furnished with 
a wealth of technical features 
designed to deliver sporting 
performance, agile handling, and 
everyday practicality. 

All trikes in the ICE Sprint range are built on an 
optimised ICE frame featuring Compact Flat Twist 
Fold, No Brake Steer, Rider Positioning System, and 
wide range gears.

Dynamic Handling
A low centre of gravity ensures 
excellent stability even when 
cornering at high speed.

“The perfect blend of stability, and nimble handling, and is an incredibly fun 
ride. I love everything about my Sprint” Patti Barlow, USA
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ICE Ergo-Flow Seat
The ICE Ergo-Flow mesh seat utilises the latest in advanced materials to deliver 
durable comfort and support combined with striking good looks.

The seat frame has been precisely designed and constructed to provide optimum 
back support. The frame is fitted with an ergonomically designed cover made from 
breathable fabrics to maximise airflow. Cushioning in the base and side bolsters 
enhance comfort, and tension in the back can be easily adjusted to suit you.

A pocket discreetly positioned at the top of the seat provides storage for 
small items, such as keys and a phone. The pocket is sealed with a mountain 
specification water resistant zip.

All trikes in the Sprint and Adventure ranges are fitted with ICE Ergo-Flow seats 
as standard. Trikes in the Adventure HD range are fitted with a wider, deeper        
Ergo-Flow seat which uses the same high quality materials and construction 
technology as the standard width version. 
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The Sprint X extends the 
precision engineering and 
design of the standard 
Sprint range by utilising race-
specification components. 

All trikes in the ICE Sprint X range are built on an 
optimised ICE frame featuring Compact Flat Twist 
Fold, No Brake Steer, Rider Positioning System.

C.F.T Fold
Featuring the practical touch of a 
folding frame in a 
race-specification trike makes 
the X-Type as practical as the 
standard Sprint.

Seat Options
Fitted with the popular ICE 
Ergo-Flow mesh seat as 
standard or configured with the 
ICE Air Pro hard-shell as an 
upgrade option.

Custom Styling
The Sprint X range receives 
supercharged finish with a ink 
black powder coat, rich lacquer 
and striking red details. 

Performance 
Components
Fitted with superior race 
components to give enhanced 
performance.

Bar-end Shifters
Fast and accurate gear shifting, 
as expected in a top specification 
sports trike from SRAM TT500 
bar end shifters.

“Everything on the trike is great, top components, fantastic wheels and the 
build quality of the trike is amazing...This is one of the best trikes i have ever 
seen and i would have no hesitation in recommending it to anyone looking at a 
recumbent.” Keith McRae, Scotland
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Features :  Hard tail trike with 26” rear wheel 
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :   Avid BB5 disc brakes
Drivetrain :  27 speed SRAM X5
Parking Brake :  Avid V-type
Colours :  Fire Red
Seat :   Ergo-Flow Mesh

Features :  20” wheel with rear suspension
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :   Avid BB7 disc brakes
Drivetrain :  27 speed SRAM X5/X7
Parking Brake :  Avid V-type
Colours :  Fire Red, Marine Blue, Ink Black
Seat :   Ergo-Flow Mesh

Features :  20” wheel with front and rear suspension
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :   Sturmey Archer drum brakes
Drivetrain :  27 speed SRAM X5/X7
Parking Brake :  Avid V-type
Colours :   Fire Red, Marine Blue, Ink Black
Seat :   Ergo-Flow Mesh

*Components can be changed to create your ideal ICE trike. Talk to your ICE dealer or the ICE support team to discuss configuration options.*

Features :  Hard tail trike with 26” rear wheel 
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :   Avid BB7 disc brakes
Drivetrain :  30 speed SRAM X9
Parking Brake :  Avid BB7 disc-type
Colours :  Ink Black
Seat :   Ergo-Flow Mesh

Features :  20” wheel with rear suspension
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :   Avid BB7 disc brakes
Drivetrain :  30 speed SRAM X9
Parking Brake :  Avid BB7 disc-type
Colours :  Ink Black 
Seat :   Ergo-Flow Mesh

Features :  20” wheel with front and rear suspension
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :   Tektro Auriga Hydraulic disc
Drivetrain :  30 speed SRAM X9
Parking Brake :  Avid BB7 disc-type
Colours :  Ink Black
Seat :   Ergo-Flow Mesh
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Enjoy the laid-back pace of recumbent cycling on a beautifully 
designed, luxurious ICE Adventure. Cruise the open road, 
discover hidden trails and explore new horizons. 



Made for Touring
Mounting points make it easy 
to fit custom ICE racks, a wide 
range of bags and accessories 
suited for the longest tours.

Adjustable Recline
The upright seat angle can be 
easily adjusted to one of four 
positions between 42 and 49 
degrees.

Raised Seat
A high seat gives easy access 
to the trike and a great view of 
the trail ahead and the scenery 
around you.

Drum Brakes
Sturmey Archer drum brakes 
give maintainanace free 
performance for up to 10,000 
miles.

Ground Clearance
A high cruciform position gives 
excellent clearance over rugged 
terrain.

ICE’s heritage of innovation 
and development combine 
to produce a trike that 
is beautifully engineered, 
rides like a dream and 
offers practical features for 
everyday use. 

All trikes in the ICE Adventure range are built on an 
optimised ICE frame featuring Compact Flat Twist 
Fold, No Brake Steer, Rider Positioning System, and 
wide range gears.

“The good folks at ICE are passionate and experts at what they do. They are 
artists and their medium is trikes...Being able to cycle again has revitalised my 
life.” Michie, USA 
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Heavy Duty Triking
The ICE Adventure HD applies the engineering, design and functionality of the 
standard ICE Adventure range, but with more generous sizing. 
Maintaining all of the benefits of the ICE Adventure models, the ICE Adventure HD is 
built stronger and wider for larger and taller riders.

Overall the trike is 2” wider due to the stronger and wider cruciform that provides a 
larger cockpit. This is complemented by a HD Ergo Flow Mesh Seat which is 1.5” 
wider and 2” deeper yet maintains all the features of the standard Ergo Flow Mesh 
Seat.

The Adventure HD range also come with Schwalbe Big Apple tyres as standard to 
provide a smoother ride for larger riders.

= Adventure

= Adventure HD
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Over-Size Tyres
Big Apple tyres give an air-
cushioned ride for smooth travel 
over uneven trails.

Longer X-Seam
An additional 2” on the x-seam 
length makes the HD perfect for 
taller riders.

Large Seat
Fitted with a wider and deeper 
Ergo Flow seat for additional 
comfort.

Heavy Duty
The optimised ICE Adventure 
HD cruciform is made from 4130 
Chromoly steel, built strong to 
support riders up to 325lbs.

A beautifully engineered 
trike for the larger rider, 
that rides like a dream and 
offers practical features for 
everyday use.

All trikes in the ICE Adventure HD range are built on 
an optimised ICE frame featuring Compact Flat Twist 
Fold, No Brake Steer, Rider Positioning System, and 
wide range gears.

Maneuverability
Wide-set handlebars allow 
a  spacious and comfortable 
riding position with a full steering 
range.

2012 
Recumbent 
of the Year

“Finally a trike for us bigger guys!

The HD is a bigger frame size for us bigger people but it dont skimp on 
features...you cant go wrong here!.” Eric Hisey, USA
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Features :  Hard-tail trike with 20” rear wheel 
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :   Sturmey Archer drum brakes
Drivetrain :  27 speed SRAM X5
Parking Brake :  Avid V-type
Colours :  Marine Blue
Seat :   Ergo-Flow Mesh

Features :  20” wheel with rear suspension
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :   Sturmey Archer drum brakes
Drivetrain :  27 speed SRAM X5/X7
Parking Brake :  Avid V-type
Colours :   Marine Blue, Fire Red, or Ink Black     
Seat :   Ergo-Flow Mesh

Features :    20” wheel with front and rear suspension
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :         Sturmey Archer drum brakes
Drivetrain :  27 speed SRAM X5/X7
Parking Brake :  Avid V-type
Colours :  Marine Blue, Fire Red, or Ink Black 
Seat :   Ergo-Flow Mesh

Features :  20” wheel with front and rear suspension
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :          Tektro hydraulic disc brakes
Drivetrain :  30 speed SRAM bar end shifters
Parking Brake :  Disc type 
Colours :  Marine Blue, Fire Red, or Ink Black
Seat :   Ergo-Flow Mesh

*Components can be changed to create your ideal ICE trike. Talk to your ICE dealer or the ICE support team to discuss configuration options.*

Features :  Hard-tail trike with 20” rear wheel 
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :   Sturmey Archer drum brakes
Drivetrain :  27 speed SRAM X5
Parking Brake :  Avid V-type
Colours :   Marine Blue
Seat :   Ergo-Flow HD Mesh

Features :  20” wheel with rear suspension
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :   Sturmey Archer drum brakes
Drivetrain : 27 speed SRAM X5/X7
Parking Brake :  Avid V-type
Colours :  Marine Blue
Seat :   Ergo-Flow HD Mesh

Features :  20” wheel with front and rear suspension
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :   Sturmey Archer drum brakes
Drivetrain :  27 speed SRAM X5/X7
Parking Brake :  Avid V-type
Colours :  Marine Blue
Seat :   Ergo-Flow HD Mesh

Features :  20” wheel with front and rear suspension
Fold :   Compact Flat-Twist fold
Brakes :   Tektro hydraulic disc brakes
Drivetrain :  30 speed SRAM  bar end shifters
Parking Brake :  Disc type
Colours :  Marine Blue
Seat :   Ergo-Flow HD Mesh
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Accessories
Specialised accessories built to last.

Whether exploring hidden trails, cruising the open road or pushing your speed, it’s the little extras that make 
a good ride great. ICE accessories are afforded the same level of advanced design and engineering as ICE 
trikes, so you can be assured of their quality and reliability.

From cranks to computers, storage to shifters, there is a wide range of accessories to customise your trike to 
your own requirements.

See the ICE website or contact your local dealer for more information on the full range of ICE accessories.
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FF & FB Brackets

For the particularly tall or short rider the FF & FB 
bracket mounts can accommodate both extremes with 
ease. See our website for more information. 

Light, Computer & Sensor Mounts 

We offer a range of different ICE specific mounts. 
From mounting multiple lights to the front of your trike, 
to a central computer mount coupled with a sensor 
mount incorporated into the kingpost assembly.

Short Cranks & Chainsets 

We recommend a 152mm short crank option for riders 
under 5’4”. We also have a range of different chainsets 
for those who have a personal favorite.

Braking Options

We offer a choice of brakes: drum brakes for their 
reliability and low maintenance or disc brakes 
(Mechanical or Hydraulic) for added performance.

Front & Rear Mudguards 

ICE mudguards have been developed specifically for 
our trikes. Adjustable to accommodate different tyre 
sizes, they protect and look great.

Rear Rack & Panniers

Our ICE specific rack has been tested to carry heavy 
loads and fit all standard panniers. Whether crossing 
continents or popping to the shop let our rack take the 
load. 

Luggage Options

The ICE side handlebar bag mount is built to fit a 
standard bicycle handlebar bag, perfect for storing 
your items and keeping them to hand without getting 
off your trike. The radical side pods are supported by 
the seat making them easy to fit and remove whilst 
offering convenient storage without the need for a 
rack. 

Neck Rest 
The ICE neck rest, available on both our Ergo Flow 
and Air Pro seats, incorporates a comfortable cushion 
with an adjustable tension strap. Our new clamp offers 
a wide range of positions and once fitted the neck rest 
frame provides a great handle to manually manoeuvre 
your trike. 

Air-Pro Hardshell Seat 

Upgrade the standard mesh seat to the Air-Pro 
in carbon or glass fibre. Choose from two sizes. 
(selected models only)

Chainring Guard 

The chain ring guard is an added safety feature but 
also prevents you from accidently brushing against the 
oily chain rings. 

Easy Adjust Kit 

The Easy Adjust Chain Kit allows the boom length 
to be changed quickly to accomodate different riders 
without the need to change the chain or cable length.

Accessories & Options

Mirror Mount

The ICE Mirror Mount attaches just below the hand 
grip providing you with an alternative fixing point for 
your mirror.

Many more available

These are just a few of the ICE Accessories. For a full 
list and more details visit our website.

Bottle Cage Riser & Bottles

The ICE 750ml water bottle is a high quality, durable 
and BPA free bottle, which fits perfectly in our Sior 
Elite bottle cage. For easy access try our ICE bottle 
cage riser which turns and raises the bottle cage 
towards the rider.

Pedals, Pumps & Toolkits

We offer two types of pedal. Shimano PD-M324 with 
SPD cleat on one side and flat pedal on the other, Or 
for the SPD convert the Shimano PD-A520: lightweight 
and reliable.To make sure you always reach your 
destination the TopPeak Alien 2 Multi-tool and Pump 
are the perfect companions should you need to make 
an on the go repair.

Helping Handles

The ICE helping handles make getting in and out of 
your trike a breeze. The perfect accessory for those 
who need a helping hand.
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Specifications Adventure Adventure HD Adventure RS Adventure RS HD Adventure FS Adventure FS HD Adventure FS+ Adventure FS+ HD

Dimensions & 
Weights

Fold ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) Fold

Overall width 32.5" (825mm) 34" (863mm) 32.5" (825mm) 34" (863mm) 33" (838mm) 34" (863mm) 32" (813mm) 34" (863mm) Overall width

Overall length 65"-74.5" (1651mm-1892mm) 66” -75.5” (1676mm-1917mm) 66.5" -76" (1689mm-1930mm) 67.5” -77” (1714mm-1955mm) 66.5" -76" (1689mm-1930mm) 67.5” -77” (1714mm-1955mm) 66.5" -76" (1689mm-1930mm) 67.5”-77” (1714mm-1955mm) Overall length

Track width 29.5" (750mm) 31.5" (800mm) 29.5" (750mm) 31.5" (800mm) 30" (762mm) 31.5" (800mm) 30" (762mm) 31.5" (800mm) Track width

Folded width 32.5" (825mm) 34" (863mm) 32.5" (825mm) 34" (863mm) 33" (838mm) 34" (863mm) 32" (813mm) 34" (863mm) Folded width

Folded length* 38"- 47.5"(965mm-1206mm) 39” - 48.5” (990mm-1231mm) 38" - 47.5" (965mm-1206mm) 39” - 48.5” (990mm-1231mm) 38" - 47.5"(965mm-1206mm) 39”- 48.5” (990mm-1231mm) 38" - 47.5" (965mm-1206mm) 39”- 48.5” (990mm-1231mm) Folded length*

Folded height* 22.5" (572mm) 22.5” (572mm) 22.5" (572mm) 22.5” (572mm) 24" (610mm) 22.5” (572mm) 24" (610mm) 22.5” (572mm) Folded height*

Seat height 12" (305mm) 12" (305mm) 12" (305mm) 12" (305mm) 13" (330mm) 13" (330mm) 13" (330mm) 13" (330mm) Seat height

Seat angle adjust 42 - 49 degrees 42 - 49 degrees 42 - 49 degrees 42 - 49 degrees 42 - 49 degrees 42 - 49 degrees 42 - 49 degrees 42 - 49 degrees Seat angle adjust
Seat type ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket Large ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket Large ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket Large ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket Large ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket Seat type
Turning circle 12'6" (3.85m) 12'9" (3.9m) 12'7" (3.85m) 12'9" (3.9m) 12'7" (3.85m) 12'9" (3.9m) 12'7" (3.85m) 12'9" (3.9m) Turning circle

Rider weight limit 275lbs (125kg) 325lb (150kg) 275lbs (125kg) 325lb (150kg) 275lbs (125kg) 325lb (150kg) 275lbs (125kg) 325lb (150kg) Rider weight limit

Overall weight** 36.9lb (16.8kg) 39.2lbs (17.8kg) 37.2lb (16.9kg) 39.5lbs (17.9kg) 39.9lb (18.1kg) 42.2lbs (19.1kg) 39lb (17.7kg) 41.3lbs (18.7kg) Overall weight**

Rider size range (x-seam) 37"-50" (940mm-1207mm) 37" -52" (940mm-1321mm) 37" -50" (940mm-1207mm) 37" -52" (940mm-1321mm) 37" -50" (940mm-1207mm) 37" -52" (940mm-1321mm) 37"-50" (940mm-1207mm) 37" -52" (940mm-1321mm) Rider size range (x-seam)
Components Rear tyre Tryker 20” x 1.5” (40 x 406) Schwalbe Big Apples 20" x2.00 (50x406) Tryker 20” x 1.5” (40 x 406) Schwalbe Big Apple 20" x2.00 (50x406) Tryker 20” x 1.5” (40 x 406) Schwalbe Big Apple 20” x2.00 (50x406) Tryker 20” x 1.5” (40 x 406) Schwalbe Big Applew 20” x2.00 (50x406) Rear tyre

Front tyres Tryker 20” x 1.5" (40 x 406) Schwalbe Big Apples 20" x2.00 (50x406) Tryker 20” x 1.5” (40 x 406) Schwalbe Big Apple 20" x2.00 (50x406) Tryker 20” x 1.5” (40 x 406) Schwalbe Big Apple 20" x2.00 (50x406) Tryker 20” x 1.5” (40 x 406) Schwalbe Big Apple 20” x2.00 (50x406) Front tyres

Front brakes Sturmey Archer Drum Sturmey Archer Drum Sturmey Archer Drum Sturmey Archer Drum Sturmey Archer Drum Sturmey Archer Drum Tektro Auriga Hydraulic disc (Mirrored pair) Tektro Auriga Hydraulic disc (Mirrored pair) Front brakes

Brake levers Tektro (4 finger) Tektro (4 finger) Tektro (4 finger) Tektro (4 finger) Tektro (4 finger) Tektro (4 finger) Tektro Volans Tektro Volans Brake levers

Parking brake Avid Single digit 3 (V Brake) Avid Single digit 3 (V Brake) Avid Single digit 3 (V Brake) Avid Single digit 3 (V Brake) Avid Single digit 3 (V Brake) Avid Single digit 3 (V Brake) Avid BB7 160mm disc Avid BB7 160mm disc Parking brake

Front derailleur Microshift Triple Microshift Triple SRAM X7 SRAM X7 SRAM X7 SRAM X7 SRAM X7 SRAM X7 Front derailleur

Rear derailleur SRAM X5 SRAM X5 SRAM X7 SRAM X7 SRAM X7 SRAM X7 SRAM X9 SRAM X9 Rear derailleur

Shifters SRAM X5 twist grip SRAM X5 twist grip SRAM X5 twist grip SRAM X5 twist grip SRAM X5 twist grip SRAM X5 twist grip SRAM TT500 SRAM TT500 Shifters

Chainset Truvativ Isoflow Road 30/42/52 170mm Truvativ Isoflow Road 30/42/52 170mm Truvativ Firex 26/36/48 170mm Truvativ Firex 26/36/48 170mm Truvativ Firex 26/36/48 170mm Truvativ Firex 26/36/48 170mm Truvativ Firex 26/36/48 170mm Truvativ Firex 26/36/48 170mm Chainset

Cassette SRAM PG 950 11-32 9 speed SRAM PG 950 11-32 9 speed ICE custom Capreo 9-32 9 speed ICE custom Capreo 9-32 9 speed ICE custom Capreo 9-32 9 speed ICE custom Capreo 9-32 9 speed ICE custom Capreo 9-34 10 speed ICE custom Capreo 9-34 10 speed Cassette

Gear range 18.2" -91.7" (1.45m - 7.31m) 18.2" -91.7" (1.45m - 7.31m) 15.7" -103.5" (1.255m - 8.28m) 15.7" -103.5" (1.255m - 8.28m) 15.7" -103.5" (1.255m - 8.28m) 15.7" -103.5" (1.255m - 8.28m) 14.84" -103.5" (1.18m - 8.28m) 14.84" -103.5" (1.18m - 8.28m) Gear range

Handlebars ICE Adjustable quad bend ICE Adjustable wide-set quad bend ICE Adjustable quad bend ICE Adjustable wide-set quad bend ICE Adjustable quad bend ICE Adjustable wide-set quad bend ICE Adjustable quad bend ICE Adjustable wide-set quad bend Handlebars

Specifications Sprint 26 Sprint 26 X Sprint RS Sprint RS X Sprint FS Sprint FS X Vtx Vtx+
Dimensions & 
Weights

Fold ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) ICE Compact Flat Twist (C.F.T) Separable Separable Fold

Overall width 31.5" (800mm) 31.5" (800mm) 31.5" (800mm) 31.5" (800mm) 33" (838mm) 32" (813mm) 29.5" (750mm) 29.5"(750mm) Overall width

Overall length 75" -84.5" (1905mm-2146) 75" -84.5" (1905mm-2146) 68.5" -78" (1740mm-1981mm) 68.5"-78" (1740mm-1981mm) 68.5" -78" (1740mm-1981mm) 68.5" -78" (1740mm-1981mm) 78.5" -88" (1994mm-2235mm) 78.5" -88" (1994mm-2235mm) Overall length

Track width 29.5" (750mm) 29.5" (750mm) 29.5" (750mm) 29.5" (750mm) 30" (762mm) 30" (762mm) 27.5" (700mm) 27.5" (700mm) Track width

Folded width 31.5" (800mm) 31.5" (800mm) 31.5" (800mm) 31.5" (800mm) 33" (838mm) 32” (813mm) n/a n/a Folded width

Folded length* 41" - 50.5" (1041mm-1282mm) 41" - 50.5" (1041mm-1282mm) 41" - 50.5" (1041mm-1282mm) 41"- 50.5" (1041mm-1282mm) 41" - 50.5" (1041mm-1282mm) 41" - 50.5" (1041mm-1282mm) n/a n/a Folded length*

Folded height* 24" (610mm) 24" (610mm) 19.5" (495mm) 19.5" (495mm) 19.5" (495mm) 19.5" (495mm) n/a n/a Folded height*

Seat height 8" (200mm) 8" (200mm) 8" (200mm) 8" (200mm) 9" (225mm) 9" (225mm) 6.5" (165mm) 6.5" (165mm) Seat height

Seat angle adjust 37 - 44 degrees 37 - 44 degrees 37 - 44 degrees 37 - 44 degrees 37 - 44 degrees 37 - 44 degrees 25-32 degrees 25-32 degrees Seat angle adjust

Seat type ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket ICE Ergo-Flow mesh with integral pocket ICE Air-Pro Glass Fiber ICE Air-Pro Carbon Seat type

Turning circle 19' (5.8m) 19' (5.8m) 18' (5.5m) 18' (5.5m) 18' (5.5m) 18' (5.5m) 18' (5.5m) 18' (5.5m) Turning circle

Rider weight limit 275lbs (125kg) 275lbs (125kg) 275lbs (125kg) 275lbs (125kg) 275lbs (125kg) 275lbs (125kg) 230lbs (104kg) 230lbs (104kg) Rider weight limit

Overall weight** 38.6lb (17.6kg) 39.1lb (17.7kg) 37lb (16.6kg) 36.5lb (16.7kg) 39.9lb (18.1kg) 40.4lb (18.3kg) 32.9lbs (14.9kg) 29.4lbs (13.38kg) Overall weight**

Rider size range (x-seam) 35"-50" (889mm-1207mm) 35" -50" (889mm-1207mm) 35" -50" (889mm-1207mm) 35"-50" (889mm-1207mm) 35" -50" (889mm-1207mm) 35" -50" (889mm-1207mm) 37" - 48" (940mm - 1219mm) 37" - 48" (940mm - 1219mm) Rider size range (x-seam)
Components Rear tyre Marathon Racer 26”  x 1.5" (40 x 559) Schwalbe Kojak 26" (35x559) Tryker 20” x 1.5” (40 x 406) Schwalbe Kojak 20" (35x406) Tryker 20” x 1.5” (40 x 406) Schwalbe Kojak 20" (35x406) Schwalbe Durano 700c (28x622) Schwalbe Ultremo ZX 700c (23x622) Rear tyre

Front tyres Tryker 20” x 1.5” (40 x 406) Schwalbe Kojak 20" (35x406) Tryker 20” x 1.5” (40 x 406) Schwalbe Kojak 20" (35x406) Tryker 20” x 1.5” (40 x 406) Schwalbe Kojak 20" (35x406) Schwalbe Durano 20" (28x406) Schwalbe Ultremo ZX 20" (23x406) Front tyres
Front brakes Avid BB5 160mm disc Avid BB7 160mm disc Avid BB7 160mm disc Avid BB7 160mm disc Sturmey Archer Drum (Mirrored pair) Tektro Auriga Hydraulic disc (Mirrored pair) Avid BB7 160mm disc Tektro Auriga Hydraulic disc (Mirrored pair) Front brakes

Brake levers Tektro (4 finger) Avid Speed Dial 7 Tektro (4 finger) Avid Speed Dial 7 Tektro (4 finger) Tektro Volans Avid Speed Dial 7 Tektro Volans Brake levers

Parking brake Avid Single digit 3 (V Brake) Avid BB7 160mm Disc Brake Avid Single digit 3 (V Brake) Avid BB7 160mm Disc Brake Avid Single digit 3 (V Brake) Avid BB7 160mm Disc Brake n/a n/a Parking brake

Front derailleur Microshift Triple Microshift Triple SRAM X7 Microshift Triple SRAM X7 Microshift Triple Microshift Triple SRAM Rival Front derailleur

Rear derailleur SRAM X5 SRAM X9 SRAM X7 SRAM X9 SRAM X7 SRAM X9 SRAM X9 Type 2 SRAM X0 Type 2 Rear derailleur

Shifters SRAM X5 Twist grip SRAM TT500 bar end SRAM X5 Twist grip SRAM TT500 bar end SRAM X5 Twist grip SRAM TT500 bar end SRAM TT500 bar end SRAM TT900 bar end carbon Shifters

Chainset Truvativ Isoflow Road 30/42/52 170mm Truvativ Elita 30/39/50 170mm Truvativ Firex 26/36/48 170mm Truvativ Elita 30/39/50 170mm Truvativ Firex 26/36/48 170mm Truvativ Elita 30/39/50 170mm Truvativ Elita 30/39/50 170mm SRAM S951 Chainset

Cassette SRAM PG 950 11-32 9 speed SRAM PG 1070 11-36 10 Speed ICE custom Capreo 9-32 9 speed ICE custom 9-34 10 speed ICE custom Capreo 9-32 9 speed ICE custom 9-34 10 speed SRAM PG 1070 11-36 10 Speed SRAM XG 1080 11-36 10 Speed Cassette

Gear range 23.3" -117.6" (1.89m - 9.4m) 20.73" -113.08" (1.65m - 9.02m) 15.7" -103.5" (1.255m - 8.28m) 17.1" - 107.82" (1.36m - 8.60) 15.7" -103.5" (1.255m - 8.28m) 17.1" - 107.82" (1.36m - 8.60) 22.50" - 122.72" (1.80m - 9.79m) 25.50" - 122.72" (2.03m - 9.79m) Gear range

Handlebars ICE Adjustable quad bend ICE Adjustable quad bend ICE Adjustable quad bend ICE Adjustable quad bend ICE Adjustable quad bend ICE Adjustable quad bend ICE Custom Lightweight One-piece ICE Custom Lightweight One-piece Handlebars

Models

Mirror :   
Frame :   
                                                             

Rear Rack :                  
Parking Brake :  
Bottle Mounts : 
Parking Brake Lever :                  
Idler :                          
Axles :                        
Flag & Reflectors:        

Configuration options

Components can be changed to create your ideal ICE 
trike. Talk to your dealer or the ICE support team to 
discuss configuration options.

= Other configuration options available

*Varies depending on setup for individual riders.   ** Weights quoted are for models in standard configuration and do not include pedals.

Mountain Mirrycle or Zefal

ICE Optimised folding frame with 4130 Chromoly steel cruciform                                                               

and 7005 aluminium series heat treated boom and rear section.

Rack mounting bosses

Avid V-type or Disc (N/A VTX)

Front Boom + Frame

Independant (N/A VTX)

ICE lightweight with twin sealed ball bearings (VTX - ICE Speed-Tech)

Hi-tensile steel (VTX+ = Titanium)

ICE 3 Piece Reflective Flag and Reflectors

Standard features
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The best way to appreciate an ICE trike is to get 
on one and ride! 
Contact your local dealer to arrange a test ride.

Find us at: www.icetrikes.co
Contact us by email: sales@icetrikes.co
For general info and sales contact our uk office 
(9:30 to 17:30) +44(0)1326 378848

Inspired Cycle Engineering Ltd 
Unit 15 Tregoniggie Industrial Estate
Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 4SN

Find your local dealer at: 
www.icetrikes.co/dealers

Read what others say 
about ICE trikes at:
www.facebook.com/icetrikes

Get the free mobile app to scan QR codes at:
http//gettag.mobi

Watch films of ICE trikes 
in action at: 
www.youtube.com/icetrikes 

Keep in touch

Brochure Issue T7. All photos, illustrations, colours, weights, and specifications contained in this catalogue are based on the latest production information at the time of 
publication. ICE reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice, in colours, materials, equipment, specifications, and models. Any variations in colours 
shown may be due to the reproductive variations of the printing process. Some models may be shown with optional equipment. Please check model availability and full 
specification with your dealer prior to ordering. 

We offer a limited warranty on all new ICE trikes.

The warranty is available to the original owner for 10 
years from the date of purchase. It guarantees that 
the frame, seat, and steering components are free 
from material and manufacturing defects. As long as 
the trike has been ridden appropriately and has been 
kept properly maintained, we will replace or repair any 
defective parts. 

For complete details and specifics of the warranty 
please visit our website at: www.icetrikes.co

10 Year Warranty
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www.icetrikes.co

Produced in the UK


